Collision-induced migration (CIM) is a process in which energetic gas-phase atoms or molecules at the tail of the Boltzmann distribution enhance surface migration of adsorbates upon collision. It is believed to exist and play an important role in any realistic high pressure-high-temperature heterogeneous catalytic system. Combining supersonic beam-surface collision setup with in-situ optical second harmonic generation diffraction technique from a coverage grating, we have shown, for the first time, that indeed energetic collisions (Kr seeded in He) promote surface mobility of CO-K surface complex on Ru(001) with a threshold total kinetic energy of 3 eV. An average migration distance/collision of more than 30 adsorption sites was estimated from the experimental data at Kr total energy of 3.8 eV. This long-range migration distance per collision is understood in terms of a cascade migration mechanism, where adsorbed CO molecules collide and push their neighbors from high to low coverage areas, in a direction dictated by the collision momentum vector. A similar mechanism has recently been suggested to explain adsorbate mobility at high coverage induced by an STM tip.
Introduction
Diffusion of adsorbates is among those primary processes on solid surfaces that govern heterogeneous catalysis via Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism. In addition it dictates the growth kinetics of atomic films. Many fundamental studies have been conducted over the years to determine the atomic level mechanism and thermodynamics of this surface event. 1, 2 Whether a single site-hopping microscopic view based on field ion microscopy 1 or more recently following STM imaging 3, 4 or macroscopic studies using laser-based techniques, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] all surface diffusion phenomena studied so far were considered driven by the substrate thermal energy.
In recent years theoretical and experimental studies have demonstrated the potential role of energetic colliders on the reactivity of adsorbates on solid surfaces. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] The relevance of gas-surface collisions to realistic high-pressure industrial conditions has been discussed on the basis of the tail of the Boltzmann kinetic energy distribution at high temperature and pressure that contains significant flux of energetic gas-phase colliders. Collision-induced processes were demonstrated to include desorption (CIDes) [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] and reaction (CIR). 18, 19 Dissociative adsorption dynamics of energetic molecular colliders on metal surfaces has been at the focus of theoretical and experimental research for more than two decades. In these studies of the role of internal degrees of freedom of the collider, statistical vs quantum mechanical theoretical approaches to describe the dynamics were presented over the years. [20] [21] [22] This family of collision-induced processes is outside the scope of this study.
It is obvious that surface diffusion of adsorbates, typically characterized by an energy barrier lower than that for desorption (E diff ≈ (0.3 ( 0.2)E des ), should be significantly affected by energetic gas phase colliders. Moreover, collision-induced migration (CIM) of adsorbates is expected to result in surface reactivity that may not be possible at a given temperature without energetic collisions. It is interesting therefore to note that no previous attempt has been made so far to experimentally examine this important "new" surface elementary process, despite the potential importance it may have for understanding the details of catalytic processes at industrial high pressure and high-temperature conditions. In a theoretical introduction to the subject, based on molecular dynamics simulations, the potential effect of energetic collisions on adsorbates mobility at low and at high coverage and high pressures has been demonstrated. 19, 23 Here we present the first experimental attempt to study CIM. We have measured the CIM of potassium atoms in the presence of CO on an Ru(001) surface under UHV conditions, using an energetic rare gas supersonic atom beam, while in-situ monitoring the surface diffusion by means of the optical second harmonic diffraction technique.
Experimental Section
The experiments reported here were conducted in an apparatus for rare gas atomic beam-surface scattering experiments under UHV conditions described elsewhere in detail. 17 Briefly, a typical base pressure of 2 × 10 -10 Torr increased to 1 × 10 -8 Torr when the beam of rare gas (Ar or Kr) seeded in helium was on. Preparation of the Ru(001) crystal followed standard sputter-annealing cycles explained in the literature. 24, 17 The separate elements of the experimental setup are detailed below and schematically reproduced in Figure 1. 2.1. Atomic Beam-Surface Scattering Apparatus. To deliver energetic colliders that will be able to overcome the barrier for diffusion of the adsorbed species (see details in section 2.4 below), it was necessary to seed heavy rare gas atoms in helium, so that kinetic energies above 1 eV could be obtained. 25 A supersonic beam of Kr seeded in He was generated in a differentially pumped section composed of three chambers, separated by a single skimmer and two collimating apertures; the details were given elsewhere. 17 Briefly, a heat-shielded ceramic nozzle with an orifice of about 60µm (Micro-Swiss) could be heated to 1500 K with a dc resistive heating of a 0.5 mm tantalum wire. A skimmer of 100 µm diameter was placed about 2 cm away from the nozzle, and the apertures were made such that the beam diameter was slightly larger than the sample at the center of the UHV scattering chamber, a total distance of 90 cm away. This ensures homogeneous distribution of the rare gas atoms striking the sample. A 400 Hz chopper (50 mm diameter, 0.5 mm thickness, a single 0.5 mm slit) stainless steel disk on a compact synchronous gyro-motor (Condor Pacific Ltd.), in the first differentially pumped chamber, has been employed to determine the velocity distributions of the incident rare gas atoms. Velocity distributions were determined at a distance of 50 cm from the chopper in the open ionizer of a quadrupole mass spectrometer (VG quartz) positioned perpendicular to the beam axis, inside the UHV chamber. The most probable velocity was used to define the incident kinetic energy, and from the width of the velocity distribution an energy spread of ∆E/E ) 0.4 was deduced for room-temperature nozzle. At a nozzle temperature of 1500 K the distribution increased to ∆E/E ) 0.5. The gas mixture was prepared in a high-pressure (up to 6 bar) cylinder with a magnetic stirrer that generates a stable mixed gas within 30 min. The beam cleanliness and gas mixture content were determined by quadrupole mass spectrometer (SRS) across the UHV chamber. This QMS also enabled accurate positioning of the sample in the beam path.
The absolute atomic beam flux was determined from the partial pressure rise produced by the Kr beam in the UHV chamber. 17 We measured a flux of (1.5 ( 0.5) × 10 14 Kr atoms/ (cm 2 s). Angle of incidence of the beam was fixed at 22 ( 2 deg with respect to the surface normal.
2.2. Optical SHG Diffraction. To follow the CIM one has to prepare coverage grating out of the potassium overlayer prior to CO coadsorption. The optical setup included a p-polarized pulsed Nd:YAG laser (Quantel YG585) at its fundamental wavelength of 1064 nm, repetition rate of 10 Hz, and pulse duration of 10 ns. The same laser produced both the coverage grating via laser-induced thermal desorption (LITD) and the probe beam using a small fraction of the fundamental laser beam. The probing method was an optical second harmonic (SH) diffraction from the adsorbate grating. In these experiments the split ratio (r in eq 1, section 3.2) for the heating (LITD) laser beam was 0.5; i.e., the laser was split into two beams of approximately equal intensity. The two beams strike the potassium-covered Ru(001) surface at incident angles of φ ) (5°from the normal to the surface. These beams spatially overlapped at the center of the sample having a spot size of 0.4 cm 2 . The maximum total effective laser power density of the high-power fraction of the LITD laser actually absorbed by the metal/pulse (both beams, calculated as 1 -R, R being the reflectivity at 1064 nm of about 0.75) was 12 MW/cm 2 (150 mJ/pulse). Repeated exposure to the upper limit of the desorption laser power did cause some damage to the crystal, as evidenced by a change in the measured diffusion rate. Annealing at 1600 K for more than 10 min restores the original structure almost completely. A spatial intensity modulation is formed under these conditions due to interference between the two beams. As a result, a periodic potassium coverage modulation is created in a gratinglike form. 11 The small fraction of about 4% reflected probe beam at 1064 nm hits the center of the sample at an incident angle of 43°f rom the normal to the surface having a spot size of 0.05 cm 2 to ensure that the probe laser falls within the area of grating formation. The fundamental laser intensity was at most 3.5 MW/ cm 2 , which corresponds to a maximum change in surface temperature of 80 K (above the crystal temperature of 95 K) for the duration of the laser pulse. This ensures that no diffusion of potassium due to probe laser heating takes place, as verified experimentally elsewhere. 11
Results and Discussion
The various aspects of the unique setup for measuring collision-induced migration (CIM) are described below, pertaining to CIM of a supersonic beam of Kr with the modulated CO-K-Ru(001) system.
Potassium on Ru(001).
Preparation of well-calibrated potassium surface coverage relies on a detailed knowledge of the coverage-dependent desorption kinetics. 6, 12, 26, 27 Assuming a preexponential factor for desorption of 10 13 s -1 , the activation energy for desorption of potassium from Ru(001) was determined (line shape analysis) to decrease from 65 to 25 kcal/mol as coverage increases from near zero up to a monolayer. 12, 27 Reproducible coverage could be obtained by dosing potassium to more than a monolayer, in-situ monitored by optical second harmonic generation (SHG), and then heating the surface to a given temperature at a heating rate of 10 K/s. Heating to 335 K produces one monolayer of potassium on the surface. A full monolayer (ML) of potassium is defined as that just after the disappearance of the multilayer TPD peak at 335 K, where SHG signal intensity is just over its maximum. 27 3.2. Grating Formation and SHG Measurement. The optical second harmonic (SH) response of a solid surface is typically sensitive to changes in adsorbate-surface electronic structure via the second-order susceptibility of the substrate. On a clean substrate the strong SH response of the potassiumcovered surface is due to the particularly large second-order susceptibility of the alkali-metal complex at the fundamental laser wavelength of 1.064 µm. 28, 29 Under the conditions described in section 2.2, a spatial intensity modulation is formed due to interference between the two beams on the surface. The laser power modulation along the surface (x-axis) is given by [7] [8] [9] 
I(x)
where I 0 is the incident laser intensity, r is the intensity fraction determined by the beam splitter, ω is the grating period as given by the Bragg equation, and x is the distance parameter along the surface. This periodic intensity modulation leads to the formation of a potassium coverage grating, due to partial potassium desorption at the hot, high intensity (constructive interference) troughs. This is given by
At initial potassium coverage of 1 ML, an LITD absorbed laser power density of 12 ( 3 MW/cm 2 was employed to create a potassium grating. This laser power ensures that the potassium coverage modulation is relatively shallow and the surface is not damaged. As a result, the effective potassium coverage at the bottom of the troughs was 0.90 to 0.85 ML and the grating period, given by d ) λ/2 sin φ, was 6 µm (φ ) (5°); 11,12 see Figure 2 .
The diffracted SH signal was optically filtered and dispersed via a 60°optical prism to get the optimum separation between 1064 and 532 nm and best signal-to-noise ratio at the detection wavelength of 532 nm.
The intensity of the diffracted order n is given by where n is the diffraction order ((1 in this experiment), ω is the grating period, and D(Θ 0 ) is the diffusion coefficient, which is assumed to be constant along the x-axis due to the shallow coverage modulation. 11 Analysis of the exponential decay of the first-order diffraction peak at several different temperatures provides D(Θ 0 ,T). This can be transformed into an average displacement distance as will be discussed below.
CO-K-Ru(001).
Clean potassium has turned out to be too sensitive grating to be exposed to the energetic atomic beam for the relatively long duration of the CIM experiment. Background gas impurities were sufficient to modify the SHG signal and the thermal diffusion kinetics of clean potassium, as indicated from our preliminary study. As a result, we had to modify the surface by exposing it to CO. It was previously shown on Re(001) 30 and Ru(001) 31 that CO sticks preferentially and with higher probability onto the areas inside the grating troughs with lower potassium coverage. As a result of very small amounts of coadsorbed CO, the barrier for surface diffusion of potassium has been dramatically affected. In the case of Ru(001) we measured an increase of the activation energy for potassium diffusion from 2.3 kcal/mol for pure K up to 17 kcal/mol when CO at average coverage of 0.14 ML was coadsorbed. The high barrier for diffusion typical to the coadsorption of CO significantly stabilizes the system against impurities. In addition, it prevents any thermal effect on the diffusing atoms by the probe SHG laser that heats the surface by about 80 deg (for the duration of the laser pulse, about 10 ns). The first-order diffracted SH signal was stable under such coadsorbed system to within 10% during the entire diffusion measurement time while exposed to background gas and the continuous SHG probe laser.
Finally, the coverage profiles of CO on the modulated potassium density were simulated on the basis of standard LITD equations. [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] These are shown for demonstration in Figure 2 for initial potassium coverage of 1 ML (before grating formation) and several CO exposures. The final CO coverage was obtained from separate CO sticking measurements on top of various potassium coverages for calibration purposes (these are not shown here). Note that the actual CO coverage within the lower coverage potassium troughs is significantly higher than the average coverage indicated in the figure. Details were given elsewhere. 30, 31 3.4. Collision-Induced Migration: Kr Striking CO-KRu(001) Coverage Grating. 3.4.1. Migration Distance/Collision, ∆r. Once the periodic coverage grating of CO on the potassium grating template has been prepared, it was exposed to the supersonic Kr beam. This was done while the optical second harmonic first-order diffraction signal has continuously been monitored in real time. In such a delicate experiment it is crucial to make sure that the decay of the first-order diffracted peak arises only from CIM and that it is not affected by background gas. To be able to subtract the background contribution to the decaying signal, the first-order signal was recorder in the following way: once with only background gases, then with a pure He beam striking the sample (not shown), and finally with the actual supersonic Kr beam on, but blocked by a flag, thus preventing beam collision with the surface for the entire time duration of a typical decay period. The last background curve is then subtracted from that recorded with the Kr beam striking the surface. In Figure 3 , decay curves of the first-order SH-diffracted signals are shown at two Kr seeding conditions of 8% ( Figure 3A ) and 2% ( Figure 3B ) in He. These include background effect, flagged beam (shown only for the case of 8% seeded beam in Figure 3A) , and the actual effect of Kr beam striking the sample at different kinetic energies. In Figure 4 , the decay curves obtained after subtraction of background effects are shown for three Kr kinetic energies. It is evident that the decay rate, which reflects smearing out the one-dimensional grating and therefore the collision-induced migration process of the adsorbates, is indeed enhanced by the energetic collider.
Simulations of the level of smearing reflected by the decay of the first-order diffracted peak are demonstrated in Figure 5 . The coverage profiles of potassium were calculated using the known laser intensity/surface temperature profiles and therefore the extent of local desorption along the distance parametersx. Similar curves were shown before and are demonstrated in detail in refs 8, 9-11, 31, and 32. Points A-E in Figure 5 (lower frame) were picked up arbitrarily in time simulating the continuous collision event while the SH-diffracted first-order 
θ(x)
peak intensity decays. These points are correlated with corresponding profiles of the coverage grating as they evolve during a thermal diffusion process. This is used as a model to visually follow the CIM process ( Figure 5 , top frame).
The main question arising from the results displayed in Figures 3 and 4 and the simulation of Figure 5 is to what extent the data can be translated into a single parameter, ∆r, that should reflect the (one-dimensional) migration distance of an adsorbate/ collision with a Kr atom. Typically, an average hopping distance such as <∆r> is correlated with the diffusion coefficient D (cm 2 /s), in a thermal diffusion, via the Einstein expression, D ) < (∆r) 2 >/4t, where t is the diffusion time. 1 Examination of the CIM process, in contrast, requires the evaluation of an average migration distance/collision once the total migration length is known and so is the flux of incident colliders. On the basis of the example given in Figure 5 , it is possible to correlate the decay curve in Figure 4 , e.g. at Kr energy of 3.8 eV, with the curve in Figure 5 , point C after about 500 s of the real experiment; see Figure 4 . At this point, most of the CO-K population within the filled regions of the coverage-grating troughs have migrated to the regions with smaller CO population and higher potassium coverage, as a result of collisions. This trend is also expected during onedimensional thermal diffusion as dictated by local chemical potential gradient. To fill these troughs the CO-K species need to migrate over a distance of about 1 µm on average, half the width of the potassium coverage troughs. This means that during a period of 500 s (point C in Figure 5 ), about 100 collisions/ CO-K complex take place, considering the incoming flux of 10 14 Kr atoms cm -2 s -1 .
It means that, at a total Kr kinetic energy of 3.8 eV, on average an adsorbate migrates a distance of 1 µm or <∆r> ) 100 ( 20 Å/collision, namely hopping over 20-30 potassium adsorption sites (assuming ( 3 × 3)R 30°overlayer structure of K) at this collision energy. We argue that the data points are consistent with migration of CO molecules without their potassium "counteratom", in a cascade mechanism and not the diffusion of the entire complex. This is discussed below in more detail.
As shown in Figure 6 , the dependence of <∆r> on incident energy has a threshold: the onset for effective CIM appears to be near collision energy of 1.0 ( 0.15 eV (total energy of 3.3 eV, assuming energy transfer directly to the adsorbates is near 30% (upper limit) of the total incident colliders' energysthe rest goes to the reflected collider (about 25%) and the substrate 19 ).
CIM DeriVed from the Diffusion Coefficient D (cm 2 /s).
An alternative way to estimate the migration distance is based on the diffusion coefficient ("migration rate") directly derived from the initial exponential decay of the first-order SH diffracted peak, as done in the case of thermal diffusion. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] A major assumption here is that the basic thermodynamic rules that govern one-dimensional thermal diffusion driven by local chemical potential gradient lead to similar results when the driving force is collisions rather than thermal motion.
Once a migration rate D is extracted this way, the migration distance/collision ∆r can be obtained using the Einstein equation (D (cm 2 /s) ) < (∆r) 2 >/4t), where the time parameter (t) is the interval between collisions/site, about 1 s in our experimental conditions. The results obtained this way, shown in Figure 7 , are similar to within a factor of 2 with the analysis discussed in section 3.4.1 and displayed in Figure 6 . Moreover, it is interesting to note that the migration rate D obtained via CIM at surface temperature of 95 K, of the order of 10 -12 ( 2 cm 2 /s, is almost identical with the rates of thermal diffusion obtained for this system at 280 K. 31 3.5. CIM Mechanism. Collision-induced migration model calculations have been performed earlier in our group by employing molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to describe CIM of nitrogen molecules adsorbed on clean Ru(001). 19, 22 These model calculations have suggested that the migration distance of an adsorbate as a result of energetic collisions becomes significantly shorter as the adsorbates coverage increases. Since in our current system the adsorbates coverage is close to unity, we would expect rather short average migration distance even at high collision energies.
One way to explain the relatively long hopping distance/ collision obtained from the analysis of the data in Figures 3  and 4 and shown in Figures 6 and 7 is the following: Assume the energetic collisions lead to the migration of CO-K complex molecules but in addition and with higher probability to migration of detached CO molecules from low potassium coverage sites within the troughs to higher potassium coverage sites where there is lower coverage of CO; see Figure 2 . This is more probable since the CO on top of potassium is at rather low coverage. From the point of view of the observed SHdiffracted signal, such CIM mechanism would result in effective smearing of the modulated CO-K complex coverage in the same way, since quenching of the SHG signal by CO is so effective. 31 This can be considered a cascade motion of the CO molecules triggered by the energetic collisions. The result of collisions of this kind is an effective advance of empty sites that act like "holes" on the opposite direction, namely from the troughs toward the high potassium coverage. This way the original potassium density gradient effectively vanishes. A schematic view of the cascade mechanism is shown in Figure 8 . The cascade idea has previously been suggested and was demonstrated for the first time in the CO/Cu(111) system employing STM manipulations at 4 K imaging. 36 Similar tip-induced manipulation was more recently shown also in the case of benzene molecules adsorbed on the smooth Au(111) also at 4 K. 37 In this study the authors have analyzed the data concluding that up to 10-12 molecules are involved in a single tip-induced perturbation-cascade. Considering the strong "perturbation" induced by the energetic Kr collider at more than 1 eV direct energy transfer to an adsorbate, compared with the gentle STM tip effect, one may rationalize the 3-5 times longer cascade distances observed in the CIM experiments discussed in this work.
Conclusions
We have developed a setup that experimentally demonstrates, for the first time, the concept of collision-induced migration on surfaces. Combining a supersonic seeded rare gas atomic beam-surface collision setup with in-situ optical second harmonic generation diffraction technique from a coverage grating, we have shown that indeed energetic collisions promote surface mobility with a threshold total kinetic energy of 3 eV. Seeded Krypton in helium has been used to induce surface mobility of a CO-K surface complex on top of a wellcharacterized Ru(001) under UHV conditions. Migration distance/ collision has been derived from the experimental data with more than 30 adsorption sites as the average migration distance at Kr total energy of 3.8 eV. The migration rates measured via CIM at surface temperature of 95 K and collider energy of 3.8 eV are practically identical with thermal diffusion rates of the CO-K system on Ru(001) at 280 K. This surprisingly long migration distance/collision is understood as a demonstration for a cascade migration mechanism, where, following energetic collisions with gas-phase species, CO molecules collide and push their neighbors from high to low coverage areas, in a direction dictated by the collision momentum vector. 
